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UNITS SKILLS FUNCTIONS GRAMMAR

That’s my staff Greeting and introduction Meeting people
Telling the time

The alphabet verb to be present 
simple
Plurals
this, that, these, those
 To have got 
There is there are
Wh words      An/a/the

     UNIT 1

Back to reality

Talking about abilities.
School subjects and school 
places.
Hobbies and interests

Asking for and giving 
personal information.
Talking about 
nationalities

Present simple to be: positive, 
negative,
questions and short 
answers  subject pronouns 
possessives  adjectives
possessive’s

UNIT 2
My people 

Families, jobs
Talking about families, 
jobs

Have got
How many…? 
Possessive pronouns. Whose…?

UNIT 3: 
I like getting up late

Hobbies and free time activities Talking about routines 
and regular activities
Talking about likes and 
dislikes : 

Prepositions of time: in, on, at. 
Present simple positive, 
negative, questions and short 
answers  
 verb + -ing 
object pronouns

UNIT 4  

Getting around Places in town and transport Asking for and giving 
directions

Prepositions of place and 
movement
adverbs of frequency



Gli alunni
                                                                                                     Il docente

________________________
________________________
________________________

UNIT 5 
Yum, yum

Talking about food and drink Offers and requests 
ordering food in a 
restaurant 

 

countable and uncountable 
nouns
How much? / How many?
a / an, some and any
much and many / a lot (of ) lots 
(of), a few, a little

UNIT 6 Move it! 
Talk about the food you 
like to eat;

Sports Talking about sports, 
nationalities 

Time sequencers
Can .Degrees of ability

UNIT 7

What’s he like?

Reading: who inspire 
you?

Speak about a person you 
admire

Describing people

What’s he like ? what does he 
look like?(video)

Talking about activities /
things happening now, 
saying what people are
doing

Present continuous for
activities happening now
present simple vs. present
continuous
Be/have got+ physical 
characteristics

UNIT 8 

There’s no place like 
home

Describe your house and describe 
your bedroom

How to compare things and 
people.

Describing places. 
Making comparisons 
Countryside vs city

Comparatives and
superlatives

UNIT 9

Star gazing

Talking about dates of birth
Describing past trips and past 
activities
Questions and answers about 
your last holiday

Giving opinions. Ask 
for an opinion.

Talking about the past. 

Talking about dates of 
birth

Past simple: be
There was, there were

Past simple regular verbs- 
positive

UNIT 10

Shop till you drop

Shopping

Describe your clothes

past simple: positive and 
negative, questions and short 
answers
(regular and irregular verbs). 
Past time expressions

Contenuti specifici nell’ambito dell’insegnamento  dell’educazione civica:How healthy is your diet? Street food 
London 


